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Abstract: One-dimensional nanowires enable the realization of optical and electronic nanodevices that may find applications in energy conversion and storage systems. Herein, large-scale aligned DNA nanowires were crafted by flow-enabled self-assembly (FESA). The highly oriented and continuous DNA nanowires were then capitalized on either as a template to form metallic nanowires by exposing DNA nanowires that had been preloaded with metal salts to an oxygen plasma or as a scaffold to direct the positioning and alignment of metal nanoparticles and nanorods. The FESA strategy is simple and easy to implement and thus a promising new method for the low-cost synthesis of large-scale one-dimensional nanostructures for nanodevices.

The past decade has witnessed remarkable progress in the chemical synthesis and lithographic fabrication of nanowires with unique size-dependent optical and electronic properties.[1] They have emerged as an important class of nanomaterials that are used as building blocks and interconnecting units for nanodevices and have found application in energy conversion and storage systems.[2] For example, silicon nanowires are employed as new light-harvesting semiconductors for solar energy conversion.[3] Compared with TiO$_2$ nano-particles, the use of an array of densely packed TiO$_2$ nanowires as the photoanode provides a direct pathway for charge transport from the point of injection to the collecting electrode while retaining a large surface area for dye loading in dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs).[4] The synthesis of chemically grown nanowires in industry is often rather expensive, and these nanostructures tend to exhibit relatively weak adhesion to the substrate. On the other hand, lithographic techniques enable the synthesis of nanowires with controlled sizes and well-defined growth locations on the substrate, but often require an iterative multistep procedure that is time-consuming and expensive. Clearly, it is of great interest and technological importance to explore inexpensive non-lithographic strategies for the synthesis of long nanowires.

In this context, the use of biotemplates (e.g., viruses,[5] peptides,[6] and DNA[7]) offers a promising route to one-dimensional nanomaterials.[8] In particular, DNA has been widely recognized as an ideal biotemplate for creating a broad range of metallic nanowires[9] owing to its remarkably high aspect ratio (with a diameter of 2 nm and a length of tens of micrometers). However, the dramatic increase in stiffness and significant aggregation between metallized DNA molecules make it difficult to immobilize and precisely position metallized DNA molecules on a solid substrate.[9] Furthermore, the length of the metallic nanowires thus obtained is only a few tens of micrometers. However, longer metallic nanowires are highly desirable for a range of practical applications.[10] Obviously, the key to achieving well-ordered and continuous metallic nanowires is to first produce regularly aligned DNA nanowires on a substrate, which are subsequently subjected to metallization. However, it remains challenging to achieve highly ordered and continuous DNA nanowires on a substrate. Notably, a single flexible DNA molecule can be stretched and aligned using a receding meniscus (a “molecular combing” method).[11] Similar approaches to stretched DNA have also been developed, including microchannel combing,[12] air-blow combing,[13] spin stretching,[14] and electric-field-assisted combing.[15] Nonetheless, the immobilized individual DNA molecules are often randomly positioned, and the ability of creating long DNA nanowires is very limited in scope.[16] Clearly, the formation of well-positioned continuous DNA nanowires depends critically on the intricate control over solvent evaporation during the combing or stretching of DNA molecules. It is worth mentioning that irregular dissipative patterns of nonvolatile solutes (e.g., polymers, colloids, nanoparticles, or carbon nanotubes) are commonly observed for the evaporation of sessile droplets owing to flow instabilities within the drying droplet.[17] By delicately controlling the evaporation process (e.g., the evaporative flux, the solution concentration, and the interfacial interaction between solute and substrate),[18] for example, by constructing curve-on-flat geometries to constrain and regulate solvent evaporation and eliminate the temperature gradient, one- and two-dimensional as well as hierarchical structures and assemblies of polymers[19] and nanoparticles[20] with unprecedented regularity and fidelity have been reproducibly produced.[21] Herein, we report a simple and viable strategy to achieve large-scale aligned nanowires templated by highly oriented DNA nanowires, which were crafted by flow-enabled self-assembly (FESA). By letting an aqueous solution of DNA dry between two nearly parallel plates, that is, a stationary upper plate and a movable lower plate mounted on a programmable translational stage (in a FESA process), an array of ultralong, parallel, and dense DNA nanowires on a large scale was successfully created. The positions of the DNA nanowire deposits were fixed on the substrate through the anchoring of the DNA extremities onto the hydrophobic substrate. The formation of DNA nanowires was strongly influenced by the concentration of the DNA solution, the temperature, and the moving speed of the lower plate. The length of the highly oriented DNA nanowires was simply dictated by the amount.
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of DNA solution used in the FESA process. A simple, yet robust swelling-induced transfer printing (SIT printing) technique was developed to transfer the ultralong DNA nanowires onto a desirable substrate. Subsequently, the resulting DNA nanowires were exploited as templates for the formation of metallic nanowires by subjecting DNA nanowires preloaded with metal salts to oxygen plasma. Moreover, the DNA nanowires were also employed as scaffold materials for aligning metal nanoparticles and nanorods. The ability of placing DNA into one-dimensional, parallel, and continuous nanowire arrays, in combination with their use as templates for functional inorganic nanostructures, may enable the mass production of integrated nanodevices.

A drop of an aqueous solution containing YOYO-1-labeled DNA was loaded into a confined geometry comprising a lower movable PDMS substrate and an upper stationary glass plate separated by 300 μm (Figure 1a). The lower substrate was mounted on a translational stage controlled by a computer (see the Supporting Information). The DNA molecules were first transported to the three-phase contact line (i.e., the air/water/substrate interface; receding meniscus) owing to the evaporative loss of water. As the lower PDMS substrate was subsequently moved, fingering instabilities emerged at the drying front owing to unfavorable interactions between DNA and PDMS (i.e., van der Waals forces). Over a certain range of pH values, the partial melting of the ends or extremities of DNA molecules exposes their hydrophobic core, which can then adsorb onto a hydrophobic surface (i.e., specific binding). Such anchoring was strong enough to withstand the dragging force exerted by the motion of the PDMS substrate. Thus, the DNA molecules were stretched and aligned along the moving direction of the PDMS substrate. The anchored DNA molecules acted as the nucleation sites, to which more DNA molecules were transported and then grown along them, thereby creating continuous DNA nanowires with a length of one centimeter (Figure 1a). Notably, much longer DNA nanowires were easily attainable by using a larger amount of the DNA solution (> 60 μL) and increasing the moving distance of the PDMS substrate (> 1 cm; see the Supporting Information). It is not surprising that as the DNA molecules were stretched perpendicularly with respect to the evaporating front, an array of parallel and continuous DNA nanowires with a length on the centimeter scale were thus readily obtained.

Intriguingly, the formation of highly aligned DNA nanowires depended strongly on the DNA concentration, the temperature, and the moving speed of the PDMS substrate (Figure 2). For the crafting of long and continuous DNA nanowires, there is an optimal range of deposition density of DNA molecules (Figure 2b). A higher deposition density led to the formation of branched DNA bundles (Figure 2a), whereas a lower deposition density resulted in the production of discontinuous DNA lines (i.e., short stripes; Figure 2c). To tailor the deposition density of DNA, the concentration of the DNA solution, the temperature, the pH value of the DNA...
solution, the surface chemistry of the substrate, and the moving speed of the substrate can be adjusted. To this end, we systematically varied the concentration, temperature, and the moving speed of the substrate, while maintaining a constant pH value (i.e., pH 6.2) and using PDMS as the substrate. Obviously, a higher concentration of the DNA solution and a reduced moving speed of the PDMS substrate would bring about a larger deposition. Moreover, an increase in temperature would induce a higher evaporation rate at the receding meniscus, thereby transporting more DNA molecules to the three-phase contact line, where they are deposited. The judicious combination of these three variables that enabled the formation of long and continuous DNA nanowires is represented by area b in Figure 2d, enveloped by the upper boundary (above which short DNA lines were formed) as marked with c in Figure 2d, corresponding to the optical micrograph in Figure 2c) and the lower boundary (below which branched DNA bundles were formed as marked with a in Figure 2d, corresponding to the optical micrograph in Figure 2a). Figure 2e shows a representative temperature/moving speed plot at a DNA concentration of 8 μg mL⁻¹. The temperature/moving speed plots at other concentrations are shown in the Supporting Information, Figure S1. Notably, there existed a critical range of DNA concentration for the formation of the DNA nanowires (5–14 μg mL⁻¹; not shown in Figure 2d and Figure S1). At higher concentrations (>14 μg mL⁻¹), either branched DNA bundles, short DNA lines, or a mixture of both were obtained as the deposits depending on the temperature and the moving speed of the PDMS substrate. At lower concentrations (<5 μg mL⁻¹), only few DNA molecules were deposited on the substrate, and thus only short DNA lines were formed. With the FESA process, large-scale continuous DNA nanowires could be attained over a much wider temperature range (55–75°C; Figure 2e) than with previously reported methods[19a] (see the Supporting Information).

A prerequisite of using DNA as a template for the synthesis of inorganic nanostructures is the ability to transfer-print DNA nanowires onto the desirable substrate (e.g., from the PDMS substrate to a Si wafer). Unfortunately, we found that the conventional “contact and peel off” method[25] was not applicable to transfer-printing the as-prepared DNA nanowires from the PDMS to the Si substrate as only a few DNA nanowires were transferred. Moreover, the originally continuous DNA nanowires were segmented during the transfer-printing process. One possible reason may be that the adhesion between the DNA nanowires and the PDMS substrate is stronger than for a single DNA molecule anchored on the PDMS substrate[25] owing to the larger contact area between the DNA nanowires and the PDMS substrate in the present study. To this end, we developed a facile swelling-induced transfer printing (SIT printing) approach to transfer the DNA nanowires, as schematically illustrated in Figure S2. First, the PDMS substrate with deposited DNA nanowires was brought into contact with a Si wafer immediately after it had been crafted by the FESA process. The DNA nanowire modified PDMS/Si substrate was then immersed in toluene. As PDMS swelled in toluene, the PDMS substrate was gradually detached from the Si substrate and floated on top of the toluene solution. The DNA nanowires, however, remained and were transferred onto the Si substrate on the bottom of the toluene. The entire SIT printing process was completed in 20 minutes. Interestingly, DNA nanowires that have been transferred onto the Si substrate can be preserved in toluene for days as toluene is a non-solvent for DNA. Furthermore, we anticipate that by carrying out two orthogonal SIT printing processes, two-dimensional meshes of DNA nanowires should be achievable.

To scrutinize and better understand this intriguing and effective SIT printing process, we simply added a drop of toluene (20 μL) to the DNA nanowire coated PDMS substrate that was described above. The DNA nanowires could be easily lifted off the PDMS substrate without destroying the continuity of the DNA nanowires (Figure S3). It is plausible that toluene diffused into the DNA/PDMS interface and that the PDMS substrate swelled by adsorbing toluene. As DNA is hydrophilic whereas PDMS is hydrophobic, the DNA nanowires thus delaminate from the swollen PDMS substrate. Similarly, during SIT printing, toluene entered the tightly contacted DNA nanowire-deposited PDMS/Si interface and facilitated the detachment of the DNA nanowires from the PDMS substrate and their transfer to the Si substrate as both the Si substrate and the DNA nanowires are hydrophilic. Furthermore, the swollen PDMS in toluene may also exert a uniform pressure on the Si substrate to promote the transfer printing.

Subsequently, conductive metal nanowires were produced by exploiting DNA nanowires that had been transferred onto a Si substrate by SIT printing as a template. Despite several studies on the metallization of single DNA molecules in solution,[8,10,29] the reported methods could not be extended to metalize continuous DNA nanowires in the solid state. This is likely due to the difficulties associated with metallizing DNA nanowires while retaining the self-assembled DNA nanostructures on the substrate. It is easy to understand that as water is used as the solvent of the metal precursor solution, the DNA nanowires will be dissolved by water once the precursor water solution has been added to the DNA nanowires. Therefore, in order to load metal salts onto the DNA nanowires, a non-solvent for DNA is needed when preparing the metal precursor solution. In this work, a silver precursor solution (AgNO₃) was prepared in a mixed solvent system (DMF/toluene = 1:1, v/v). The Si substrate with deposited DNA nanowires was then immersed into the AgNO₃ solution in DMF/toluene for 24 hours. Because of the electrostatic attraction between the positively charged Ag⁺ ions and the negatively charged DNA backbone, the Ag⁺ ions were bound to the DNA. DNA nanowires preloaded with metal salts were thus produced. Conventionally, the chemical reduction of silver precursors leads to the formation of Ag nanowires. However, we found that the reducing agent needed to be carefully selected. For example, the addition of a strong reductant, such as tetra-n-butylammonium bromide (TBAB), to the soaking solution caused not only the instant formation of Ag nanowires, but also the unwanted deposition of Ag nanoparticles all over the substrate (Figure 3a).
alignment of the Au nanoparticles along the DNA nanowire by chemical reduction (Figures S5 and S6). Unlike for the growth of Ag nanowires, the Au precursor (i.e., chloroauric acid, HAuCl₄) is negatively charged (AuCl₄⁻) and thus bears the same charge as the backbone of the DNA nanowire. Therefore, after the DNA nanowires had been soaked with the HAuCl₄ solution, electrostatic repulsion prevented the binding of AuCl₄⁻ ions to the DNA backbone. However, the addition of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB; a ligand that caps the Au nanoparticle surface) led to the formation of CTAB-functionalized Au nanoparticles from the precursor solution, which were then bonded to the DNA nanowires through electrostatic attractions between the CTAB-functionalized Au nanoparticles with a positively charged surface and the negatively charged DNA backbone. The Au precursor solution with a concentration of 1 mg mL⁻¹ was prepared by adding HAuCl₄ (10 mg) and CTAB (0.7289 g, 0.2 mol) into a mixture of DMF and MeOH (10 mL, DMF/MeOH = 1:1, v/v). Upon addition of the reducing agent (i.e., sodium citrate), the Au nanoparticles nucleated and grew in solution, while capping with CTAB prevented the aggregation of the Au nanoparticles. Interestingly, the size and shape of the Au nanoparticles that were grown and decorated along the DNA nanowire were highly sensitive to the reducing agent (for example, corroded DNA nanowires were observed when NaBH₄ was used as the reductant; Figure S7), the concentration, and the addition of the Ag⁺ ions. The size of the Au nanoparticles was found to range from tens to hundreds of nanometers. The shape of the Au nanoparticles also varied, including spherical (Figure S5), sea-urchin-like (Figure S6), and flake-like (Figure S8) nanoparticles, which may find applications in localized surface plasmonic resonance (LSPR) owing to their nanometer size and close proximity. All these merit a detailed study and are currently under investigation.

Instead of using Au precursors as described above, the second approach for the assembly of Au nanocrystals using DNA nanowires entails the use of premade Au nanoparticles and nanorods. There are two means of patterning pre-synthesized nanocrystals along a DNA nanowire: Either DNA and Au nanocrystals are mixed first and then oriented on the substrate, or the DNA nanowire is patterned first, followed by the alignment of Au nanocrystals along the fixed DNA nanowire on the substrate. We found that the first approach did not work as the DNA aggregated with the Au nanoparticles and precipitated prior to deposition on the substrate. In contrast, with the second approach, Au nanocrystals were successfully aligned on the DNA nanowires. First, Au nanoparticles with a diameter of approximately 20 nm were synthesized using sodium citrate as the reducing agent (Figure S9). Subsequently, DNA nanowires were slowly crafted by FESA (e.g., at the moving speed of 6 μm s⁻¹ of the PDMS substrate). Finally, the Au nanoparticles were aligned along the direction of the preformed DNA nanowires by a second FESA process at a much higher speed (e.g., 100 μm s⁻¹; Figure 4). A representative TEM image of the aligned Au nanoparticles is shown in Figure 4a. The average height of the DNA nanowires decorated with Au nanoparticles was approximately 60 nm (Figure 4b).
Au nanoparticles, Au nanorods could also be aligned along the DNA nanowire (Figure S10).

In summary, we have developed a simple and robust flow-enabled self-assembly strategy for aligning DNA into an array of high-density long nanowires over a large scale. The DNA nanowires were then successfully transferred onto a desirable substrate by a facile swelling-induced transfer printing technique. Subsequently, these parallel and continuous DNA nanowires were exploited either as templates to produce conductive metal nanowires by treatment with oxygen plasma or as scaffolds for the positioning and alignment of metal nanoparticles and nanorods. Clearly, the flow-enabled self-assembly strategy is easy to implement and enables the low-cost synthesis of large-scale one-dimensional polymer- and biomaterial-based nanostructures and their direct exploitation or transformation into useful inorganic nanostructures for their effective integration into nanodevices and the construction of higher hierarchical devices.
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